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Web Design

Essex




 Wanna get in touch? Let's talk











We are Bird. A multi award winning Web Design Agency. We are based in Essex with offices across the UK.






 













 
 


































































 























































































































































































































































PROFESSIONAL WEB DESIGN SERVICES ESSEX .



Website Designers

in Essex.





In an era where digital presence is paramount for business success, a professionally designed and aesthetically pleasing website is essential for capturing the attention of potential clients and customers. Bird, an award-winning web design agency in Essex, offers unparalleled expertise in crafting innovative, user-friendly, and visually stunning websites tailored to meet the diverse needs of businesses across various sectors.





 
 




Startup Packages








 
 













Mobile Ready






	Seamless browsing: Optimised for smartphones and tablets, ensuring a consistent experience across devices.
	Enhanced UX: Streamlined navigation and responsive design tailored for mobile devices.
	Wider reach: Engage with the growing mobile audience and expand your online presence.






















SEO Ready






	Improved rankings: Expertly optimised for search engine visibility, enhancing organic reach.
	Increased traffic: Attract more potential customers by ranking higher in search results.
	Competitive edge: Stand out in search results and gain an advantage over competitors.






















Functionality






	User-friendly features: Intuitive and accessible elements that encourage user interaction.
	Performance optimisation: Fast loading and smooth interactions, ensuring user satisfaction.
	Scalability: Flexibility to adapt to evolving business needs and expand site features.












 
 













Customisable Designs






	Unique branding: Tailored visuals reflecting your identity and conveying brand values.
	Personalised layouts: Adapt site structure to specific business requirements and target audience preferences.
	Memorable experiences: Differentiate from competitors by creating a distinctive online presence.






















Ongoing Support






	Ongoing maintenance: Ensure peak site performance and address technical issues proactively.
	Prompt issue resolution: Swift fixes for technical problems, minimising downtime.
	Regular updates: Keep site aligned with industry standards and implement new features as needed.






















High End Hosting






	Reliable uptime: Consistent site availability for users, maintaining a professional image.
	Robust security: Safeguard data and website integrity through advanced security measures.
	Fast performance: Optimise loading times for user satisfaction and improved search rankings.
































 
 





We are experienced web designers who strike the right tone with a raft of different commercial sectors.











 
 






At Bird Marketing, we have the expertise to adapt our designs to match your business needs. Take a look at some examples of our top-notch web design services for different sorts of businesses. We think you’ll be truly impressed by the quality of our work.







































 
 




Digital Web Design for Online Business Models

Even ultra-modern businesses which operate in the online world turn to us for our impressive track record in digital design services. Our work for a leading employee engagement platform is a good case in point. Even though this firm operates primarily in the digital sphere with online portals and workforce questionnaires that are completed remotely, they chose us to come up with a winning website design.

As one of the most experienced digital marketing agencies in our field, it is hardly surprising that firms well-versed in online services turn to us for our high level of expertise. Of course, part of this comes down to our remarkable graphic design skills. We know what looks good on a web page but also what can be duplicated effectively in other media, too. With clearly laid-out web pages, we develop online design styles that can be added to rationally as service offerings grow.

Not only this, but our web designs are built to a technically high standard. This is why so many digital service companies make use of our designs – because we know how to get the best out of 21st-century websites so they function seamlessly, are easy to navigate, offer online business security and, perhaps most crucially of all, are capable of providing an online presence 24/7 with almost zero downtime.














 
 




Digital Strategy for a Global Telecom Brand

We create engaging web designs for some of the biggest players on the scene, including global brands. We’ve worked with some of the world’s most notable firms and some much more modest enterprises, too. As highly advanced web designers, we offer all types of brands the chance to improve their visual imagery with websites that truly deliver. Our high-performance visual editors allow us to generate fast-loading pages that look truly professional on all sorts of devices. Our websites offer:











 
 





	Visually intuitive user interfaces
	Layouts that suit both professional and consumer target groups
	Global sections for a continuous design aesthetic
	Simple editing options
	Different layout options for different types of pages
	Optimised web designs for screen size differentials















 
 




Sector-Specific Web Design Skills

Whether you operate locally, regionally or nationally, our web designs will hit the right mark in numerous industries, including the construction sector. Of course, not all websites are created the same way and nor should they be. Each ought to reflect the particular brand personality of the business sector concerned as well as commercial priorities. Our web design services are delivered thanks to a methodology that is both tried and tested.

This means that whether you run the marketing operation of a large housebuilding firm or want to gain a better online presence as a subcontractor, for example, you can rely on us to deliver top results. Needless to say, however, our web designs for national and regional businesses are always unique. There is no one-size-fits-all approach taken. To put it simply, we offer tailored web designs that are able to fulfil any design brief down to the ground. What we re-use is our winning formula for a winning web design process.

Whether you want a complete overhaul of your current business website or would like us to help you come up with a new concept for a start-up or as part of a rebranding exercise, our past projects will more than demonstrate our expertise in numerous styles of website designs.































 
 





CURATED SELECTION .


 Featured case studies.
 
 




We always put our clients first to deliver our best time after time. Below is some of our proudest work.














 View all case studies
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  ”So far Bird Marketing have been great, they have gone above and beyond with my website. They kept me up to date regularly throughout the process and I am over the moon with how it has turned out. I am looking forward to starting our SEO campaign. 
George S.




 ”Excellent team - we've been really impressed with the build quality of our website and the flexibility provided within WordPress. The support team are also incredibly reactive (and helpful when we break things!) 
Rebecca S.




 ”Bird Marketing created a stunning new website that fully embraces our company's personality and ethos. We came to them with little in the way of brand guidelines, and Phil interpreted that to make a thing of beauty. They're fast and efficient, and a pleasure to work with. 
KF

























 














































































































 
 





. DESIGN . FUNCTIONALITY . SUPPORT 
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Customisable Design Aesthetics For Different Business Needs











Thanks to our consultative approach to professional web design services, we can be as original in our visual approach to your website as you would like. This will mean sticking to a pre-existing brand identity in some cases, something that our custom-made web designs can accommodate with ease. So, whether you want a brand new website designed to make a mark or you want a better-performing site based on your current visual style, we can help.


 
 





	Customisable home pages and landing pages
	Use your current colour scheme and logo
	Enjoy improved web designs that help to convert site visits into customers
	Custom-made eCommerce options
	Customise fonts and other aspects of your site as you see fit



 Learn more























 
 














































































 
 




 What Makes the Difference With Bird Marketing’s Website Designs?
 
 










As a technically advanced firm, our web designs function with all of the speed and reliability that is needed in the information age. You can turn to us with complete confidence that our web design will not only look good but function dependably so that your visitors are never put off by something not working or taking too long for them to view.


As well as our undoubted technical prowess, our web designs are clear, honing in on key business selling points and marketing messages. Whether this is done with effective wording or with infographics, photos, videos and interactive elements, the result will always be the same – a compelling visual experience for anyone who visits your site. Why compromise when a good web design can make such a difference to the success or failure of so many enterprises?


 
 




 Wanna get in touch? Let's talk



























 
 





Web Design tools & software





At Bird Marketing, we have the necessary software tools and industry know-how to help your firm enjoy a much better web design. Why not ask us about how we can improve your online presence with a website design that really packs a punch?





 Start a project










 
 











































































































































































 
 





meet the team .


 The team behind your Website Design in Essex.
 
 




We’ve got every aspect of contemporary web design covered from top-quality graphic design professionals to technical experts with advanced digital skills, view our team at our web design agency in Essex.













 
 






Jason
General Manager















Jessica-Jade
Senior Designer















Starr
Web Designer















Callum
Senior Support Technician















Richard
Web Designer















Phil
Web Designer































Frequently asked questions





Find out the answers to some of the most common enquiries we receive about professional web design.














Why is good web design important for SEO?



If your initial website design isn’t up to scratch, then other SEO-friendly measures you undertake later on won’t be as effective. Initial sound design practices make for a more solid SEO platform down the line.








Do I need a mobile-friendly website design?



Today, it is fair to say that sites that aren’t mobile-friendly will not perform as well as they should. So many more searches are made on mobile devices than ever before that overlooking this aspect of design would be a mistake.








Can I use parts of my old website design in my new one?



Yes, you can. If something works well for you, why change it? Let us know what you want to stay and we’ll incorporate it into your new and improved website.








Should I add a blog to my website?



Yes, this is a good idea for building your online presence but you should also bear in mind that updating it with news stories about your business should be a priority if you choose to have one.








How much will a web design service cost?



This depends on the size of the site you need and its scope. The more elements you want, the greater the budget you’ll need. That said, we offer very competitive pricing at Bird Marketing.



















What types of businesses do you work with?



Bird works with businesses of all sizes and across various industries, including SMBs, startups, enterprises, website owners, and much more. Our team has the expertise to cater to the unique requirements of each client, ensuring a tailored approach that meets their specific needs.








Can you redesign an existing website?



Yes, we can redesign your existing website, ensuring it is brought up to date with the latest design trends and best practices. Our team will work closely with you to identify areas for improvement and create a visually appealing and user-friendly website that meets your business goals.








How long does it take to create a website?



The duration of a web design project depends on the complexity of the site, the client’s requirements, and the resources allocated. However, our efficient systems and processes ensure that we deliver high-quality results on time and within budget.








What e-commerce platforms do you work with?



We work with a variety of e-commerce platforms and can design custom solutions to suit your specific needs. Our team has experience with popular platforms such as Shopify, WooCommerce, and Magento, among others.








What CMS platforms can you work with?



We are proficient in working with a wide range of CMS platforms, including popular ones such as WordPress, Squarespace, and others. Additionally, we can also build custom-developed systems tailored to your specific requirements. Our versatility and expertise in various CMS platforms ensure we can cater to your unique needs, providing you with the best possible solution.




























Web Design in Essex: A Comprehensive Overview





For businesses in Essex looking to establish or update their online presence, effective web design is essential. By focusing on the unique characteristics of each location and incorporating modern design trends, you can create a website that appeals to your target audience and helps you stand out from the competition. Here’s a breakdown of the various locations in Essex where web design is particularly important.














Web Design Colchester



Colchester is a historic town in Essex known for its Roman and medieval heritage, with many historic sites and museums. The town’s rich history provides a unique backdrop for modern web design, as designers find inspiration in the fusion of past and present. With a growing creative scene, Colchester is a hub for talented web designers who bring fresh ideas and innovative solutions to businesses in the area.








Web Design Basildon



Basildon is a thriving new town in Essex, built after World War II. It boasts a mix of modern and post-war architecture, which influences web design in the area. Designers in Basildon are focused on creating sleek, contemporary websites that reflect the town’s progressive spirit, catering to a diverse range of businesses and services.








Web Design Brentwood



Brentwood is a charming market town in Essex, with a rich history dating back to the Anglo-Saxon period. The town’s picturesque streets and parks create a serene atmosphere, inspiring web designers to create visually appealing and user-friendly websites. Web design in Brentwood aims to capture the essence of the town, combining traditional elements with modern design techniques to deliver exceptional online experiences.








Web Design Chelmsford



As the county town of Essex, Chelmsford is a bustling city with a vibrant atmosphere. Web design in Chelmsford is influenced by the city’s lively culture, with designers creating bold, dynamic websites that stand out in a competitive digital landscape. From cutting-edge technology to striking visuals, web design in Chelmsford is at the forefront of digital innovation.








Web Design Southend-on-Sea



Southend-on-Sea is a popular coastal resort in Essex, famous for its beaches, amusement parks, and iconic pier. Web design in Southend-on-Sea is inspired by the town’s seaside charm, with designers creating websites that evoke a sense of fun and relaxation. Websites designed in Southend-on-Sea often feature vibrant colors, playful layouts, and engaging content to capture the essence of this lively coastal town.



















Web Design Billericay



Billericay is a quaint town in Essex, steeped in history and surrounded by beautiful countryside. Web design in Billericay is influenced by the town’s historical roots and picturesque surroundings, with designers creating websites that combine traditional elements with modern design techniques. Websites designed in Billericay often showcase the town’s unique charm, helping local businesses connect with their target audience.








Web Design Braintree



Braintree is a market town in Essex, with a rich history and a thriving retail sector. The town’s bustling markets and high street shops inspire web designers to create websites that showcase the town’s retail offerings, combining functional e-commerce solutions with visually appealing design. Web design in Braintree is focused on delivering exceptional online shopping experiences to support the town’s vibrant retail scene. In addition, the town’s community events and cultural activities inspire designers to create engaging websites that highlight Braintree’s unique character and promote local attractions.








Web Design Harlow



Harlow, known as “The Sculpture Town,” is a town in Essex that has become a hub for public art and modern architecture. This unique identity inspires web designers in the area to create visually stunning and artistic websites that reflect Harlow’s creative spirit. With a focus on bold designs and innovative layouts, web design in Harlow captures the town’s artistic essence, setting it apart from other locations.








Web Design Leigh-on-Sea



Leigh-on-Sea is a picturesque fishing village in Essex, famous for its maritime heritage and thriving arts scene. Web design in Leigh-on-Sea is inspired by the town’s coastal charm and creative community, with designers crafting websites that showcase the unique character of the area. Websites designed in Leigh-on-Sea often feature nautical themes, inviting color palettes, and engaging content that captures the essence of this coastal village.








Web Design Wickford



Wickford is a riverside town in Essex, known for its natural beauty and bustling town center. Web design in Wickford is influenced by the town’s scenic surroundings, with designers creating websites that highlight the natural beauty of the area. Designers in Wickford often use earthy tones, calming visuals, and clean layouts to create websites that are both visually appealing and user-friendly, helping local businesses and organizations connect with their audiences.

































 
 





Let’s work together .



  
 
 Wanna get in touch? Let’s talk
 
 
  

 










 
 






We offer exceptional services tailored to a wide range of businesses that want to improve the effectiveness of their digital marketing activities with discernible returns on investment. We aim to get back to all enquiries rapidly.





 Interested in working with us? Contact us













Fill in our simple quotation request form for an indication of just how cost-effective we can be. We aim to have pricing available to review within 24 hours.





Start a project










 
 





START A PROJECT 




START A PROJECT 




START A PROJECT 















































 
 





















A multi award winning digital agency based in the United Kingdom. With a distinct offering in Technical Web, Digital Marketing and Creative.



 Interested in working with us? Start a Project










 
 



















 
 





















































 
 






London







13 Austin Friars,

London,

EC2N 2HE







 +44 208 338 1206

 [email protected]













Essex







128a High Street,

Billericay, Essex,

CM12 9XE







 +44 1277 286565

 [email protected]













New York







260 Madison Ave,

New York,

NY 10016, USA







 +1 332 334 7822

 [email protected]













Dubai







G-014, IT Plaza,

Dubai Silicon Oasis,

Dubai, UAE







 +971 800 032 0322

 [email protected]












 
 






Careers







We are always looking for talented people to join the team. Scan our careers page to find out about working for us and see if there is an opportunity to become part of the flock.







 Careers













Need Support?







On our support plan? feel free to submit a ticket or give us a call during business hours.

 09.00 am – 17.00 pm





 [email protected]













Quick Links







Nest

Marketing Portal 

Digital Marketing Glossary

Digital Marketing Agency UAE

Digital Marketing London

Digital Marketing Essex
















Legal







Terms & Conditions

Nominet Terms

Privacy Policy
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